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Become an expert in mine clearance! MineSweep is a puzzle game whose goal is to locate hidden mines in a virtual field
with the only indication of the number of mines in adjacent areas.

The minefield is represented by a grid. Each box in the grid can either hide a mine or be empty. The goal of the game is to
discover all the free squares without exploding the mines, that is to say without clicking on the boxes that hide them.

Features :

■ 4 levels of difficulty!
■ Addictive gameplay!

■ Lets pass the time during a wait!
■ Good design!
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Title: MineSweep
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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The reason I really disliked Elder Scrolls Legends was that it added pre-built decks within a week, one of the major reasons I've
grown to dislike Hearthstone more and more are the pre-built decks.

This game could however benefit a lot with handing out some good noob deck with some basic explanations on why it's good as
it would help you get in to the game and start to get the foundations of it and through it build your own set of pieces.

It's close enough to chess to feel familiar but different enough to make it really hard to just get in to and there's no really easy (I
don't really think a tutorial would be good either) way to get to understand the pieces as that's what you need to learn, the pieces,
what they do, why they're good and their synergy to give you the basics of how to build a working compilation of pieces...

The idea of this game is very nice (not sure why it hovered at 80 FPS though as it's way too low for what they presented) and I
do think it has a lot of potential to be fun it's however ruined of how you're thrown in to "build a team" in which you can look at
the pieces and what they do but you aren't told if they're truely useful and all the practice you can do is against AI and you start
the game with having to discard two of your pieces because reasons.... After a year it's still a horrible game, too bad I can't
refund it anymore.. Picked up BattleVoid:Sector Seige yesterday, I enjoy it a lot but I do have a few concerns with the fact that
it feels super grind/farm based, I know with Harbringer it was somewhat similar with having to play and reach certain levels for
the bigger ships and stuff but this feels pretty bad when you only gain like 01-50 points per match (Custom Games). I don't
really like the fact that the A.I all ready have all this stuff when it comes having massive units, teleporting, and so on. I'm not
trying to sound super negative about the game, I really do enjoy it! Just wish it was about half as grindy as it feels right now..
The golden combi of Ebi-Hime and SillySelly did it again.

This time is a wonderful and adorable tale about a young demon daily and a little cynical girl meeting and building a relationship
(being friendhip or a lovely romance), lots of delicious food and the weirdly in love couple of the complete opposites parents of
the girl.

Rie is content with her life. Yeah, she maybe is a loner, but she prefer it that way. And yes, she's maybe a bit cynical, but she's
happy that way.
That's it until a little Demon Girl arrives at her kitchen, eats her just baked cookies and threaths her to reap her soul.
Unless she feed it with delicious food!

For a week, Licia, the Little Demon lives with Rie and her parents. Slowly they became close and if you play you cards right a
beautiful friendship can blossom. Or even maybe the sweetests love!!

And of course, we gonna see the most delicious food, after all, we don't want our souls reaped, right?

I must confess that after getting killed in a bad end (I kinda deserved, even if was a bit of a disproportionate retribution, for
being a jerk!) and seeing that the yuri was advertised as small, light and so I stopped playing and forgot about the game.
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But Hanako (Hella Yuri curator), tell me recently that Strawberry Vinegar was rewarding in regards to yuri. So I gave it another
try...
And it delivered in a wonderful way. I got the romance ending in my first try and was wonderful. The building with Rie doubts
and cold facade cracking was amazing. (And the yuri fangirl noticing was so funny and cute, Mayuri, you're top tier Sis!).
And the ending. Was VERY rewarding!! I can't thank enough Ebi-Hime and SIllySelly for making it and Hanako for pushing
me a bit to finish it.
Was ADORABLE!!! Loved it!!

Long story short:

The good:

- Absolutely adorable and wonderful art, a given being SillySelly the artist.
- A lovely cute story with plenty of fun moments.
- A very adorable and beautiful romance path
- Quicky and loveable characters. (The weird couple that Rie's parents make is pretty fun and endearing).
- The food!

The bad:

- Don't play with empty stomach

PS: I want an spinoff of Mayuri and Hime... yeah, I ship two background characters with not even faces.. Nice re-interpretation
of Arkanoid-like game mechanics - Pong would be proud. For its price on sale, it's a must have.

Verdict: Recommended on sale.. Like what the hell. Ziro is an enjoyable and somewhat novel puzzle game that has suprisingly
good sound design, intuitive gameplay and a huge variety of puzzles to play though. The graphics are also quite well done,
allowing a 3D pan of the playfield with the right click button. Both the Steam Overlay and widescreen modes are supported. The
only criticism I have is the somewhat bizzare occasional splash screens that dole out life advice. Seriously, the game tries to be
your therapist or at least comes across as a political activist. That minor gripe aside, I found myself quickly engaged by this title
and a little hard to put down. For casual puzzle gamers, Ziro is an excellent option.. Having bought the Season Pass since day 1,
I'm very satisfied with the dresses and tuxedos that the Vol 1 characters received. Beautiful dresses, smooth and smart tuxedos.

Looking forward to Vol 2!. couldn't get it installed. https://youtu.be/Y6_nsA3AtQs

Based on characters from Macbeth, Ophelia is loose on the world filled with grizzled imagery and puzzles of the platform
variety. The puzzle difficulty ramps up when given a second non-corporeal ghost buddy to play as. Occasionally the controls feel
a bit stiff often while in the air, but the checkpointing is generous that little progress will be lost.
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I love this game but im refunding it til i can play with a controller soz m8s. pretty much another centipede type game with
different backgrounds cool sounds nice graphics hillybilly centipede yee haw it'll keep your fingers a twitchin. just have a
possum pie and a glass of homebrew and you'll be content for hours. go play !!!. Turning the cower-fest that was playing as
Ethan into punching everything you don't understand is an absolute joy.. This doesn't play movies on OSX High Sierra.. This
game is so cute and preety.I bought it with birhday money and I dont regret it. I tottaly recamend it.. It brings the atmosphere of
the movies. The music is excellent. A hint would be nice for the combos, and the hungarian translation is not everywhere perfect
but it is an early acces game. It looks very promising. I loved the iconic lines from the movies, the car race was very challenging
and annoying (rage part), another annyoing thing is you have to watch the story animation again if you die, and you don't have
the option to skip it. But overall I liked it very much, best if you play with your friend. :). This game has a lot of potential. It has
a lot of glitches but if they fix that this game would be so much fun. What elts would be fun is if they added multiplayer to this
and you could build viehcals that would fight against each other.. A well-made successor of the original Tropico.
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